Members Present: Sean Pollock (Chair and COLA); Deb Arms (CONH); Carl Brun (Provost Office); Mark Cubberley (LC); Barb Dunaway (CEHS); Todd Frantz (Registrar); James Menart (CECS); Eric Poch (Registrar)

1. Approval of Minutes: April 6, 2015 minutes were approved

2. Review of Program of Study Requests: The committee reviewed the Programs of Study and made the following recommendations as noted.
   - GEO Geography BA 13827
   - PHL Philosophy BA 13960
   - REL Religion BA 13958
   - WGS Women, Gender, & Sexuality Std BA 13964
   - GEO Geography BS 13828
   - URS Urban Affairs BS 13830
   - URS Urban Affairs BS Urban Mgmt 13835
   - URS Urban Affairs BS Urban Planning 13833
   - URS Urban Affairs BS Non Profit Mgmt 13837
   - COM Media Studies Minor 13158
   - REL Religion Minor 13959
   - PLS Political Science Minor 13929

   A. Approved
      - PHL Philosophy BA 13960
      - REL Religion BA 13958
      - WGS Women, Gender, & Sexuality Std BA 13964
      - REL Religion Minor 13959

   B. Provisional Approval
      - GEO Geography BA 13827
      - GEO Geography BS 13828
      - URS Urban Affairs BS 13830
      - URS Urban Affairs BS Urban Mgmt 13835
      - URS Urban Affairs BS Urban Planning 13833
      - URS Urban Affairs BS Non Profit Mgmt 13837

   C. Tabled
      - COM Media Studies Minor 13158
      - PLS Political Science Minor 13929
3. Review of Course Inventory Requests: The committee reviewed the Course Inventory Requests and made the following recommendations as noted.

BMB2100; COM4110; COM4640; DEV0970; DEV0990; EE4910; EE4920; GEO4000; GEO4100; GEO4410; GER3810; GER3820; GER3830; HLT3400; KNH2530; KNH2550; NUR2150; NUR2150L; NUR2500; NUR3500; NUR3600; NUR4480; NUR4480C; PSY2020; SOC3400; SOC3410; SPN3810;

A. Approved
   BMB2100; COM4110; COM4640; DEV0970; DEV0990; EE4910; EE4920; GEO4000; GEO4100; GEO4410; GER3810; GER3820; GER3830; HLT3400; KNH2530; KNH2550; NUR2150; NUR2150L; NUR2500; NUR3500; NUR3600; NUR4480; NUR4480C; PSY2020; SOC3400; SOC3410; SPN3810;

4. Other
   A. Approved Honors Programs: Art History and Professional Actor

5. Adjourn

Respectfully Submitted:

Cindy Riley